Our Custom Capabilities

A hand-forged iron panel on a curved staircase.
One of a kind. Unique. Outside the box.

We specialize in creating a look that highlights the individual. From sleek, modern designs to the tried-and-true “Traditional” look, our customers call the shots.

And for twenty-five years, we’ve delivered what our customers have requested.
When “off the shelf” won’t do, we step in. Adding new twists to age-old designs or fabricating an idea created by our client, our team of designers and engineers strive to make it happen.
Oversized box newels with over-sized, welded iron balustrades sets this home apart from the rest.
A custom transitional easing, or bending easing, keeps this continuous rail system looking beautiful and code-compliant as it transitions from the second floor to a curved staircase.
Two craftsmen assemble custom box newels.
Above, a curved staircase, shown in the pre-fitting stage, designed with recessed panels in the stringers.

Chamfered curbing detail on a curved staircase.
We manufacture many stair parts using the latest in woodworking technologies. Quite often though, elbow grease and a wood chisel are required to get it just right.
Box newels: past, present, and future.

Our craftsmen take pride in the work they do.

They take satisfaction in seeing a project through to completion, especially when detail and quality are paramount.

What can we create for you?

The possibilities are endless.